Preparation and Characterization of Biofunctionalized Inorganic Substrates.
Integrating the function of biological molecules into traditional inorganic materials and substrates couples biologically relevant function to synthetic devices and generates new materials and capabilities by combining biological and inorganic functions. At this so-called "bio/abio interface," basic biological functions such as ligand binding and catalysis can be co-opted to detect analytes with exceptional sensitivity or to generate useful molecules with chiral specificity under entirely benign reaction conditions. Proteins function in dynamic, complex, and crowded environments (the living cell) and are therefore appropriate for integrating into multistep, multiscale, multimaterial devices such as integrated circuits and heterogeneous catalysts. However, the goal of reproducing the highly specific activities of biomolecules in the perturbed chemical and electrostatic environment at an inorganic interface while maintaining their native conformations is challenging to achieve. Moreover, characterizing protein structure and function at a surface is often difficult, particularly if one wishes to compare the activity of the protein to that of the dilute, aqueous solution phase. Our laboratory has developed a general strategy to address this challenge by taking advantage of the structural and chemical properties of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold surfaces that are functionalized with covalently tethered peptides. These surface-bound peptides then act as the chemical recognition element for a target protein, generating a biomimetic surface in which protein orientation, structure, density, and function are controlled and variable. Herein we discuss current research and future directions related to generating a chemically tunable biofunctionalization strategy that has potential to successfully incorporate the highly specialized functions of proteins onto inorganic substrates.